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volcanic limestone baths

a. Apply finish of choice to the four wooden feet; seal against
moisture. Allow to dry.

b. Carefully rest the bathtub upside down and place the four
sealed feet in position over the predrilled locating blocks.

c. The feet are slotted to provide adjustment. Thread a washer
onto each of the four bolts supplied and then individually insert
through each slot into the predrilled holes and hand tighten.

d. Ensure all four feet are uniformly positioned on tub. Hand
tighten as much as possible and use a wrench for the final 
1⁄4 turn, being careful not to over tighten the bolt and strip the
thread.

e. Lift the tub up and turn over - carefully lower onto its feet and
position where required. 

Note If the floor is uneven it may be necessary to either shim 
one or both of the rear feet with rubber washers or plane down 
to obtain a true level.

f. Secure the tub using a suitable method for the floor type. 
For surfaces without sub-flooring this typically involves
screwing through the base of each foot.

g. Fit the appropriate V&A drain kit and connect the plumbing

Questions? 
1.800.421.7189

Deauville: Installation

We strongly recommend that you use a suitably qualified installer. Instructions must be adhered to. We cannot accept responsibility of incorrect installation.

Victoria & Albert customer service representatives are not qualified to give advice on DIY installations.

The Deauville comes complete with either oak or mahogany feet. These are supplied in bare wood, ready for home finishing. 
Note We strongly recommend that the feet be completely sealed prior to fitting to prevent water damage.

The application of any finishing product or process to the feet, along with
the installation of the tub, will be seen as an acceptance of quality.

Recommended installation using Standard Drain:  VA code STD-UNI-PC, BN, PN, PB, ORB


